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      [image:  ]Strategy games have been around for decades and players are always in search of the next best game with amazing features. While graphics have improved over the years, sometimes old school is still cool. That’s why we have put together a list of some classic strategy games of the past that are still legendary to this day.

Civilization VI

	Developer: Firaxis Games
	Release Date: October 21, 2016
	Genre: Turn-based Strategy


Civilization VI is set initially set in ancient times. Players must guide the civilization into the future. Players need to adequately manage resources, conduct matters of diplomacy, and engage in warfare.

The overall objective is to build a civilization that stands the test of time and can achieve one of several victory conditions such as scientific, cultural, or military dominance.

If you want to help build the next civilization then this game is a must try!

Total War: Three Kingdoms

	Developer: Creative Assembly
	Release Date: May 23, 2019
	Genre: Turn-based Strategy, Real-time Tactics


Set in ancient China during the time of the Three Kingdoms, players have control of one of the several factions that are vying for control of China. The objective of the game is to unite China under one flag by defeating and conquering rival factions through war, espionage, or diplomacy.

Build your empire and battle in real-time with large-scale armies to become the leader of them all.

XCOM 2

	Developer: Firaxis Games
	Release Date: February 5, 2016
	Genre: Turn-based Tactics


This strategy game is set on home soil, Earth. The Earth is under siege and ruled by alien oppressors. Players must form a resistance and battle it out against the extra-terrestrial rulers to claim back Mother Earth.

Battle it out with your resistance army through carefully managed resources, close risk monitoring and a well-balanced strategy.

Stellaris

	Developer: Paradox Development Studio
	Release Date: May 9, 2016
	Genre: Grand Strategy, 4X


If you enjoy space travel then this game will interest you. You’re in control of a space-faring civilization through a procedurally generated galaxy. Here you will encounter other alien species, galactic events, and varying anomalies to keep the play interesting.

Your goal is to expand your empire, explore the universe and interact with our civilizations for ultimate dominance of the galaxy.

This game is geared toward explorers who like to discover and adventure. Manage your empire, use diplomacy and be a commander as you wage war when trying to take control.

Crusader Kings III

	Developer: Paradox Development Studio
	Release Date: September 1, 2020
	Genre: Grand Strategy, RPG


You manage a noble dynasty in the Middle Ages as you navigate political situations, alliances, and conflicts as you try to expand your influence.

The main objective is to secure the legacy of your dynasty by ensuring it survives through the generations. Acquire titles and expand your territory as you seek to achieve your goal.

This game requires you to manage characters within your dynasty, dealing with diplomacy, internal issues and external threats. Who will be here for generations to come?

Company of Heroes 2

	Developer: Relic Entertainment
	Release Date: June 25, 2013
	Genre: Real-time Strategy


It’s the 2nd World War on the Eastern Front as Nazi Germany battles it out with the Soviet Union. Players need to command their troops on the Eastern front as they navigate enemy lines utilizing various tactics and strategies to overcome the enemy forces.

Manage your squad and resources as you try to outmanoeuvre and obliterate the enemy and emerge victorious.

Age of Empires II: Definitive Edition

	Developer: Forgotten Empires, Tantalus Media, Wicked Witch
	Release Date: November 14, 2019
	Genre: Real-time Strategy


From the Dark Ages to the Renaissance period, players lead one of several civilizations through these various historical periods.

Players must build their civilizations by gathering resources and developing technologies to help them conquer enemy civilizations.

Having a solid army with great defences, a thriving economy, and excellent diplomacy will lead you to victory.

Sid Meier’s Alpha Centauri

	Developer: Firaxis Games
	Release Date: February 12, 1999
	Genre: Turn-based Strategy


This futuristic alien planet setting hosts factions from Earth who vie for dominance over their new world.

Players need to establish a successful colony. Explore this extraterrestrial environment and uncover its mysteries. Develop new technologies and build a military to overcome your rivals.

Players must manage their colonies effectively, research technology and engage in diplomacy and conflict resolution.

Hearts of Iron IV

	Developer: Paradox Development Studio
	Release Date: June 6, 2016
	Genre: Grand Strategy, World War II Simulation


It’s the World War II era, take control of a nation and guide it through the war.

Engage in military campaigns, manage your resources, and use diplomacy to emerge victorious in what is one of history’s largest conflicts.

The war is on and a nation must rise!

Warhammer 40,000: Dawn of War II

	Developer: Relic Entertainment
	Release Date: February 19, 2009
	Genre: Real-time Tactics


It’s war in space in the Warhammer Universe 40,000. Lead your squad of space marines in the fight against various threats. Battle through intense skirmishes, complete missions and objectives to have your Imperium emerge victorious.

A very strategic battle-focused game, managing small squads in tightly fought battles with emphasis on movement, positioning, cover, and unit abilities.

Europa Universalis IV

	Developer: Paradox Development Studio
	Release Date: August 13, 2013
	Genre: Grand Strategy, Historical


Set during the early modern period. Players need to navigate their nation through centuries of history as they remedy matters through diplomacy, trade, and warfare.

The objective is to expand the nation’s territory and increase its wealth. Secure your nation’s place in history through diplomatic relations or conquest.

Command & Conquer: Red Alert 2

	Developer: Westwood Studios
	Release Date: October 23, 2000
	Genre: Real-time Strategy


This alternate universe is where the Soviet and Allied forces battle it out for control in the aftermath of World War II.

Choose your faction, build your base, and amass your army as you fight to overpower your enemy on the battlefield.

What Makes A Game The Best?

We have taken a look at some of the most outstanding and entertaining games of the past and present. The best of the best may never truly be known as like the games at Casino Grand Bay, everyone has their favorite for personal reasons. Opinions are subjective and by virtue, the best game will always be in the hands of the player.
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      [image:  ]Hacksaw Gaming introduces the Magic Piggy video slot, which has 19 paylines and a whole bunch of magical elements in its mystery base game and two free spin bonus rounds. Players have the opportunity to win up to 7500x their initial stake, with multipliers reaching up to 5x.

How to Play Magic Piggy Slot

Betting Range: £0.20 to £100

Paylines: 19, across 5 reels

Winning Combinations: Align 3, 4, or 5 identical symbols on consecutive reels from the leftmost reel.

Symbols and Payouts

Low-Paying Symbols: 10 to Ace green cards

High-Paying Symbols: Cherries, lemons, plums, a diamond, and a horseshoe

Payouts: Low-paying symbols offer 1-3x, while premium symbols yield 10-30x the bet

Wild Symbol: Substitutes for paying symbols, with a 30x payout for five wilds in a line

Mobile Compatibility

Magic Piggy, developed using HTML technology, is fully optimized for seamless gameplay on mobile devices and tablets across Android, iOS, and Windows.

RTP and Volatility

RTP: Average of 94.47%, ranging from 88.24% to 96.19% across casinos

Volatility: Medium, offering more predictable payouts compared to high volatility slots

Magic Piggy Slot Features

Magic Piggy Symbol: Transforms into symbols revealed by the Magic Hat

Magic Hat Symbol: Uncovers wilds or Bill Stacks, potentially with multipliers of x2 to x5

Bonus Rounds

Pig Bonus

Activation: 3 FS scatter symbols trigger 10 free spins

Star Points: Collected on reels’ meters, enhancing the Magic Hat feature

Extra Spins: Additional spins and upgrades available through FS symbols and filled meters

Epig Bonus

Activation: Triggered in the free spins round or with 4 FS symbols from the base game

Feature: Point balance remains constant after Magic Hat triggers

Our Verdict

Magic Piggy offers an engaging experience with its unique features and significant win potential. While the pig noises might not appeal to everyone, the overall gameplay and 7500x win potential make it a noteworthy slot.
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      [image:  ]Prost is an enjoyable online video slot created by Habanero that features a 5×3 reel set and 25 fixed pay lines. The game has a low variance and an official RTP of 96.65%. There are two wild symbols in the game, both of which are top-paying and can substitute for other symbols. The game also includes a random cash prize feature and free spins.

Prost Slot Bonus Features

During the Map Feature, which triggers when wilds appear in a winning combination, the wilds will move along one stop for each wild on the reels, potentially resulting in cash prizes if they land on a $ symbol, with multipliers up to x1000. Five-of-a-kind wilds in this feature will trigger free games. Free spins can also be won by getting three or more wild symbols in a winning combination. The Prost feature is triggered when a beer stein appears on reels 1 and 5, and each reel can randomly fill up 1, 2 or 3 rows, revealing the same symbol.

Free Games

During the free games feature, which is triggered by the Map Feature, 12 free games are awarded if either wild appears three or more times in a winning combination. In the map feature, free games are won when a walking wild lands on a stein, with an x2 multiplier for the female beer server and x3 for the male. If both land on a stein, 25 games with an x10 multiplier are awarded.

Conclusion

Our Editors found Prost to be an entertaining game with a good range of betting options and a high RTP, making it suitable for players of all levels. The game is not overly complicated and features engaging animated elements that offer opportunities for free spins.

It is definitely worth having a few spins of the reels.
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      [image:  ]Introduction

Nitropolis 4, the latest addition to the Nitropolis series of slots from Elk Studios, is a game that promises to take the series to new heights. The game is set in a futuristic world where animals have taken over the city, and the attention to detail is truly remarkable. The game also features a unique six-reel layout with 4096 ways to win.



Gameplay and Symbols 

Nitropolis 4 is a 4×3 reel and 20 payline slot game that has a futuristic theme. The symbols used in the game include futuristic cars, robots, and a range of other symbols that fit in with the theme. The game also has a range of special features, such as wilds, scatters, and multipliers, which can help you win big.

Bonus Features 

Nitro Reels is a slot game with unique features. The Nitro Reels are two positions that land on any reel and contain 4-12 payout symbols. The Big Nitro Reels will cover six positions and have 2×2 payout symbols. The Nitro Multipliers count as one symbol and multiply all wins on the reels with multipliers between x4 to x12.

The Nitro Booster above the grid offers eight modifiers like Redrop, Both Ways, Garbage Collect, Max Rows, Nitro Appear, Nitro Wild, Nitro Upgrade, and Nitro Match. The Bonus Game awards free spins depending on the number of bonus symbols landed, and Nitro Reels are sticky during free spins. The X-iter function offers five modes to play with different bets and features.

Conclusion

Nitropolis 4 is an exciting slot game from Elk Studios that is sure to keep you entertained for hours. With its innovative design and bonus features, it’s a great choice for those who want to experience something different and exciting. If you’re looking for an exciting game to play, then Nitropolis 4 is definitely worth a look.
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